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We prove the global existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on initial 
data for discontinuous olutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for nonisentropic, 
compressible flow in one space dimension. A great deal of information is obtained 
concerning the qualitative behavior of the solution, including an analysis of the 
convection and evolution of jump discontinuities, the derivation of sharp rates of 
smoothing, and the L” asymptotic behavior. (0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. TNTR~DUCTION 
In this paper we establish the global existence, uniqueness, and 
continuous dependence on initial data for discontinuous solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations for compressible fluid flow: 
2.4, + p(u, e) y =( 1 ? .Y 
( 1 e+; +(up(u,e)),= EUU, + AT(v, e), I ( V ) r 
with Cauchy data 
(1.1) 
(0, 4 e)(x, 0) = (uo, uo, co)(x). (1.2) 
Here D, U, e, p, and T represent respectively the specific volume, velocity, 
specific internal energy, pressure, and temperature in a fluid; x is the 
Lagrangean coordinate, so that x= constant corresponds to a particle 
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path; and E and I are fixed, positive viscosity parameters. We assume that 
the gas is “near ideal” (to be defined below), that u0 and u0 have small total 
variation, and that, modulo constants, uO, uO, and e, are small in L2 with 
ziO and e, in L’. We then prove the global existence of a weak solution of 
the system ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) and we obtain a great deal of information concerning 
its qualitative behavior. For example, we show that u and T become 
smooth at positive times with [Iu,~( ., t)ll Lo - t ~ I’* near t = 0; we show that 
jump discontinuities in u, e, p, uX, and TX persist for all time, convecting 
along particle trajectories, and decaying like exp( - t/C&); and finally we 
show that the solution tends to a constant in L” as t + co. These results 
are formulated precisely in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 below. In Theorem 1.4 we 
prove the strong stability of solutions by constructing a functional E(t) 
which dominates the spatial L2 norm of the difference between two solutions, 
and then showing that E(t) < CE(0) exp(Ct). This result requires the extra 
hypotheses that the gas be ideal and that the initial temperature distribu- 
tions also have small total variation. 
The questions addressed here are motivated by the fact that discon- 
tinuous solutions are fundamental both in the physical theory of non- 
equilibrium thermodynamics as well as in the mathematical study of 
inviscid models for compressible flow. It is natural, therefore, to, seek a 
rigorous theory which accommodates these discontinuities. The results of 
this paper effectively achieve this goal by providing a complete well-posed- 
ness theory, at least for small solutions having the same states at x = -co 
and x = + co. These results build upon our previous work [3], in which we 
proved the local existence of solutions for very general gases and with large 
data possibly having different states at x = --oo and x = +co. 
We now give a precise formulation and discussion of our results. First, 
we assume that p and T satisfy the conditions under which the local 
existence theory of Hoff [3] applies; thus there exists a set K, of the form 
[_v, V] x [_e, co) in the positive quadrant of the (u, e)-plane, and a constant 
C such that, for (u, e) E K,, 
C’T<e<CT 
C’<T, 
IT,, To, PA d C 
O<p<CT 
-CTGp,dC. 
(1.3) 
One easily checks that these conditions hold for ideal gases as well as for 
Van der Waals fluids. Conditions (1.3) will be in force throughout this 
paper. 
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In order to extend our solution to all of { t>O}, however, we shall have 
to impose stronger conditions on p and T. Before describing these condi- 
tions, we need to first give at least a heuristic summary of certain informa- 
tion from Theorem 1.2 below concerning the convection of discontinuities 
in solutions of (1.1). Just as in [3], we find that, if u0 is piecewise smooth, 
having isolated jumps at points y, < ... < y,, then discontinuities in v, e, 
P? u*, and T, convect along the corresponding particle paths x = yi, and 
satisfy the jump conditions 
[p(o,e)-T]=O, [2]=0, (1.4) 
where [w] denotes a jump in a given function across x = yi, 
In addition, we find that the quantities u, T, EU,/V- p, and TX/v become 
smoothed out, and in fact are Holder continuous in { t > O}. 
Next we derive from (1.4) a simple linear ode for the quantity [L], 
where L = log u. We make use of the standard divided difference notation 
I 
gh) -&l) z2-z1 ’ Z,#Z, 
gcz, 9 a= 
g’(z,L z1= Z2r 
for functions g(y); and for functions f(L, e), we define the partial functions 
f" andf’by 
f’(L) = fL(e) = f(L, e). 
Now suppose that (1.4) holds along the particle path x = y,. Let 
e + = e( yif 0, t), etc., and, abusing notation slightly, regard p and T as 
functions of L and e. Equations (1.4) and (1.1) then show that 
= py&+ CL1 + P?.e+ [el. 
However, the fact that [T] = 0 implies that 
Gel = Pi ILLI, 
where 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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Substituting, we thus find that 
where 
ai=PFl,L+ + (IiP2,e+,,,. 
We therefore conclude that 
(1.8) 
CL(Yi, t)l= CL(Yi7 O)l ev (r-‘j;ai(s,ds). (1.9) 
Now, (1.3) shows that cc, 6 C, so that [I?] can grow at most exponentially 
in time. On the other hand, in order to control u and e pointwise for all 
time, we shall have to require that (v, e) eventually becomes confined to a 
set in which ui is negative, so that [I,] decays exponentially in time. By 
(1.4) and (1.5), the same will then be true for the jumps in e, p, u,, and TX. 
We therefore make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K2 be a bounded set of the form [_v, U] x [_e, F] 
contained in the positive quadrant of the (u, e) plane. We then say that p 
and T satisfy the conditions of a near ideal gas in K2 if, in addition to the 
conditions (1.3), there is a positive constant C such that, first, given any 
two points (u-, e-), (u,, e + ) E K2, the quantity ai defined by (1.8) satisfies 
ai< -l/C; and second, there is a smooth function S: K, + [w for which 
as 1 as P -=- -=- 
de T’ ih T’ 
(1.10) 
and S” 6 -l/C in K,. (The role of the entropy function S will be discussed 
following the statement of Theorem 1.2 below.) 
Recall that an ideal gas satisfies 
p = const 
T ” 
T= T(e), 
with T’(e) >O. One easily checks that such a gas also satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 1.1 with fii = 0, ai = dp/dL = up, < 0 and 
S(v, e) = const. log 5 + S $. 
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Since T is an invertible function of e in this case, e and Twill have identical 
regularity properties. 
Next we describe our hypotheses on the initial data (v,, uO, e,). We fix 
a constant ii and a point (v”, 2) in the positive quadrant of the (0, e)-plane, 
and, in our first existence result, Theorem 1.2, we let y, < . . . < y, be dis- 
tinguished points at which discontinuities in u,, may occur. We then define 
+ Thud* + Il41ll~~ + Il&Il,l. (1.12) 
Here Au = v - z, etc.; /I. I/ denotes the L*(R) norm; (other Lp norms will be 
indicated explicitly); TV denotes the total variation, and II+ is the 
piecewise L2 norm defined by 
with yO= --co and y,,, = +co. By making the assumption that Au, is 
piecewise H’, we are then able to make some very precise statements about 
the convection in time of the magnitudes of various jump discontinuities. 
Specifically, we make rigorous the heuristic discussion given above concer- 
ning the decay of jump discontinuities, and we show that (1.4k( 1.9) hold 
in a strict pointwise sense. Then in Theorem 1.3 we complete the solution 
operator by proving global existence under the more general condition that 
CO = II&, duo, &,ll* + TV(vo)* + TVuo)* + llAuoll Lo + )I Ae,(l Ll (1.13) 
be sufficiently small. 
Energy estimates for various quantities appearing in (1.1) and their 
derivatives are central to our analysis. To describe these, we fix a number 
8 E (0, 1) and define certain functionals A, B, and F as follows: 
2 
IIAu,AuTAel12+ llu,it*+ >I 
+~‘M*+ IITx(~)ll*)& 
0 
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B(t)= sup (s A 1)1’211%/12+(~ A 1)II~.X(~,~)l12 
O<S.Sf [ 1 
+sd( s A l)l’z+O ( Ilu,(., SW+ Ii(s), (.? 4f) ds 
+I) $A 1~(ll~~~-,~~ll’+llr,~.,~~ll~+~~(~)~~ Ls)(/2)ds 
+@A 1) 3’2+ell~,,(~,~)l12+( s A 1)3 T,,( ., s)112 
0 1 ds. 
(Here the symbol s A 1 denotes the smaller of s and 1.) We also define A, 
B, and F to be the same as A, B, and F, but with the terms ()o,/12, 
(C I C”(Yi, s)ll )‘9 Il(“xlu)xtt2~ and Jk ~~(u,/u),#~ ds omitted. These notations 
for A, B, F, A, B, and F are exactly as in [3], and Co and C, have been 
modified only by the addition of the terms lld~~l(~~ and lldeoll Lo. 
The notion of weak solution employed here is the usual one: Letting 
U=(O,U,~+U~/~) and writing (l.l)-(1.2) in the form U,+G(U),= 
(B(U) U,),, we then say that U is a weak solution of (1.1 )-( 1.2) if 
U, G(U) E Lzc( [0, co); L:,,(R)) with B(U) U, E L:,,(R x [0, co)), and if the 
weak equation 
1 u(-% f).cp(x, t)dx-j- Uo(x)+(x,O)dx-jbll [U.q,+G(U).cp,] dxds 
=- IS ’ (B(U) U,).cp,dxds (1.14) 0 
holds for all test vectors cp E 9(R2)3. Actually, the solution U that we con- 
struct will be significantly more regular than required for (1.14), so that 
(1.14) will hold for a broader class of test vectors cp. In particular, the 
quantity e, which from (1.1) formally satisfies the pde 
2 IT 
e,+u,p=y+ --f , 
( > .x 
(1.15) 
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will be shown to satisfy the weak equation 
[ e(x, t) cp(x, t) dx -1 co(x) q(x, 0) dx - 6 5 (ecp, -%) dx ds 
2 
= --u,p+T cpdxds 
> 
for test functions cp E 9(R2). 
Finally, we shall apply the standard notation for Hijlder norms 
(W)“Ab = IN.? t) - W(YY s)l 
(.T,,,s(‘t:,.,4 Ix-yl”+ It-sib’ 
Our first existence result may then be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let K,, K,, and K2 be closed rectangles in the positive 
quadrant of the (v, e) plane, as indicated in Fig. 1, with K, bounded, and 
K0 c int(K,). Assume that p and T satisfy the conditions (1.3) of a general 
gas in K,, and the conditions of Definition 1.1 for a near-ideal gas in K2. Fix 
a number 6~ (0, 1) and a constant state (6, ii, 2) with (6, C) ~int(K,, n K,). 
Then there are positive constants q(0, K,,, K,, K2), ~(0, K,, K,), and 
C(0, KI, K2) such that if Co < q and (v,, e,) E K,, a.e., then the problem 
( 1. 1 )-( 1.2) has a global weak solution (v, u, e) for which 
(b) the energy estimate 
holds for all t > 0; 
A(t)+B(t)+F(t)<CCo 
V 
2 
(1.17) 
FIGURE 1 
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(c) the following regularity results are (some of the) consequences 
of(b): 
<v> I/2,1/2 ~ e/4 (Y,,Y,+cl)x CO,m) d w2, i = 0, . . . . N; (1.18) 
(t A 1)1’4+8’2(U){2;;;;m), (t A 1)1’*+@‘411uX(., t)lJL”, 
l/2,1/4 (1.19) 
< cc;i2; 
Rx CL4 
(t A lP2<nik’C~m), (t A l)IIT,(., t)llLa., 
1/*,1/4 (1.20) 
Q ccy; 
FJ x C&m) 
(1.21) 
(d) the quantities v( ., t), e( ., t), p( ., t), u,( ., t), and T,( ., t) have one- 
sided limits at each x = yj for t > 0 and i = 1, . . . . N, and the jump conditions 
(1.4) hold pointwise; moreover, the relations (1.5)-( 1.9) hold at each ( yi, t) 
for t >O, so that 
I C(v, e, p, 4, Tx)( yi, t)ll 6 CC:‘* exp( - t/C&); (1.22) 
(e) the solution tends to (6, ii, 2) as t + 0 in the sense that 
lim IlM~, t), dT(., t)llLOOcIWj=O (1.23) t+m 
and 
lim IIN., t)llLm~,,=O (1.24) r-00 
for each bounded interval I. 
There are several aspects of the theorem which deserve comment. First, 
part (d) shows that the relations (1.4)-( 1.9) discussed heuristically above 
are in fact valid in a strict pointwise sense. It is noteworthy that these 
convective discontinuities are not present in solutions of the corresponding 
conservation laws for inviscid flow (system (1.1) with E = A = 0); the per- 
sistence of these discontinuities is thus directly attributable to the presence 
of the parabolic-type terms in (1.1). These observations are reflected in the 
estimate (1.22), which shows that the exponential decay becomes intinitely 
rapid in the inviscid limit E + 0. 
Next we remark on the pointwise bound in (a) for the quantity e. We are 
unable to prove in general that the solution operator for (1.1) preserves an 
upper bound on e near t = 0, even when e,E L”. (Of course, a simple 
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Sobolev inequality together with the energy estimate (1.17) implies the 
bound lie( ., t)ll LI 6 C( 1 + t.-ij4) CA”.) This accounts for our taking 
K0 and K, to be unbounded in the positive e direction. An exception 
occurs when the gas is ideal. In this case T= T(e), and the operator 
s/at - A(a/ax)(( T’(e)/u)(a/dx)) admits a Green’s function having pointwise 
properties analogous to those of an appropriate heat kernel. An upper 
bound for e then follows by applying the standard representation via this 
Green’s function in (1 .15) and then by using (1.17) to bound the 
inhomogeneous terms. The details of this argument are carried out in 
Corollary 3.1 below, where we also establish a bound for Ilu( ., t)\l Lm when 
UgEL”, whether or not the gas is ideal. These sup norm bounds are not 
crucial in the overall theory, however. 
On the other hand, bounds for liu,( ., t)ll and 1) T,( ., t)l/ are crucial to the 
entire analysis. The local existence theory of [3] shows that, owing to the 
presence of the term sui/u in (1.15), the estimate j u: dx - t-‘12 is required 
in order to prove that l T: dx - t- ‘. Observe that both these rates of 
smoothing are sharp for solutions of the heat equation with initial data in 
BV and in L2, respectively. In the present context, however, these estimates 
are achieved by a more indirect approach involving adjoint equations. 
The role of the entropy function S in proving global existence may be 
understood as follows. First, from (1.1) and (1.15), we find that S formally 
satisfies the pde 
Integrating over x and t, we then find that 
- i,(,,,)dx+~~f(~+~)dxd~= +(x,O)dx. 
(Note how the second jump condition in (1.4) is used to integrate by parts 
here.) We then expand S(o, e) about (6, Z), controlling the first order terms 
via the hypothesis duo, Ae,,e L’, and then applying the condition 
s” < -l/C to deduce time-independent bounds for Au and de in L2. A 
corresponding time-independent bound for Au can then be derived from 
the energy equation in (1.1). The details of the derivations of these 
estimates, as well as of the other bounds in (b), are carried out in 
Lemma 2.1 below. Actually, we find that it is simpler to prove the estimates 
in (b) first for a semidiscrete approximation to (1.1) and then to recover 
(b) in the limit as the discretization tends to zero. In this way we can avoid 
combersome technicalities relating to the lack of a priori smoothness of 
the solution. Since discontinuities remain at fixed “spatial” points in 
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Lagrangean coordinates, we incur none of the difficulties usually associated 
with tracking fronts through a fixed mesh. 
Next we generalize the result of Theorem 1.2 to the case that o0 is BP’: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let K,,, K, , K,, 0, and (6, ii, 2) be as in Theorem 1.2. Then 
there are positive constants ~(0, K,, K,, K,), ~(0, K,, K,), and C(0, K1, K,) 
such that zyc,<r] (c, is defined in (1.13)) and if(q,,e,)EK, a.e., then the 
problem (1.1 )-( 1.2) has a global weak solution (u, u, e) for which: 
(a) the results (a) and (e) of Theorem 1.2 remain valid; 
(b) the energy estimates 
A(t) + B(t) + F(t) 6 cc, (1.25) 
hold for all t > 0; 
(c) the regularity estimates (1.19) and (1.20) of Theorem 1.2 remain 
ualid, and ( 1.18) and ( 1.21) are replaced by 
Var u( ., t)l Ca,bl 6 CC~“(& + 1 ), 
~JIl(-,t)-Ll(~,t’)]J~Cc;‘2Jt-t’J1’2, 0 < t < t’, 
(1.26) 
and 
(1.27) 
IId., t)-e(., t’)ll GCC~‘2(t A l)-11t’--t11’2, 0 < t < t’. 
Observe that in the more general setting of Theorem 1.3, the jump condi- 
tions (1.4) are expressed in the regularity estimates (1.19) and (1.20) that 
EU,/U - p and TX/u become Holder continuous in (t > O}. We also remark 
briefly here on the large time behavior results ( 1.23)-( 1.24), which hold in 
the setting of either Theorem 1.2 or 1.3. First, a simple argument based on 
the energy estimates 1: In U: dx ds, J;” JR aft dx ds ,< CC, in (b) shows that 
f af dx + 0 as t + co. The conclusion (1.22) that Ildu( ., t)ll Lm + 0 follows 
easily from this and from the uniform bound for 11 Au( ., t)ll. A similar argu- 
ment holds for AT. On the other hand, this higher order regularity is not 
available for the variable Au, especially in the context of Theorem 1.3. To 
prove (1.24) we instead construct a finite, nonnegative measure v on 
[0, co) x R which bounds the local variation of v in the sense that 
varu(‘, t)l(,,b)~C[~~‘2~exp(-t/C) 
+ C;‘4v( [t/2, t] x (a, b))]. 
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The large-time behavior (1.23) then follows from this estimate and from the 
uniform bound for j du2 dx. 
Last, to describe our uniqueness-continuous dependence result, we let 
(vi, ui, e,), i= 1, 2, b e solutions of (l.l)-( 1.2) with respective initial data 
(u,~, aOir eoi), and we introduce the functional 
E(t)= sup II(~2-~1,~2-~1,e2--l)(~,~)l/2 
0<3<t [ 
+hfy~, Var(u2-ulK7 s)I&) 
1 
s A l)‘(Tz - 7’,)‘,] dx ds, (1.28) 
where c( E (0, 1) is fixed. We then have: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let K,, KI , K2, 0, and (6, ii, 2) be as in Theorem 1.3 and 
let a E (0, 1) be fixed. Assume also that p and T satisfy the conditions of an 
ideal gas (1.11) in K, . Then there are constants n(a, 8, K,, K,, Kz) and 
C(a, 8, K1, K,) such that, if(ui, ui, e,), i= 1, 2 are solutions of (l.l)-(1.2) in 
the sense of Theorems 1.2-1.3, each satisfying 
co + (Var Toi) 6 q 
and (uo,, eoi) E K,, a.e., then the bound 
E(t) G CE(0) exp(Ct) (1.29) 
holds for all t > 0. In particular, solutions of (1.1 )-( 1.2) in the above sense 
are unique. 
A few remarks are in order concerning the form of the functional E. 
First, we find it necessary that E dominate )Iu2 - u, )I Lz, in order to deal 
with terms arising from the differencing of the quantities (u,/u), and 
(TX/u), in (1.1). For example, if we compute the equation satisfied by 
U2--Ul, multiply it by u2 - ul, and integrate with respect to x and t, we 
find that the integral j; JR (II, - u~)~ z& dx ds must be bounded in terms of 
Et’ for some positive r. Since uzJ is not known to be in L,“( [0, t] x R), we 
choose instead to construct E so that [Iv2 - u1 (I L3L < El/‘, and the term in 
question becomes bounded by CEt’, as required, by (1.17). On the other 
hand, this choice of E makes the topology of continuous dependence rather 
strong, perhaps unacceptably strong from the perspective of physics, since 
it dominates the sup norm of the discontinuous variable u, which is 
essentially the gradient of an observable quantity, the cumulative mass. 
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To understand the term JS ( s A 1 )“( T2 - T, )c dx ds appearing in 
the definition of E, observe that, if we multiply by (s A l)“(e, -e,) the dif- 
ferential equation satisfied by (ez - e,) = T[e,, e,] -‘(T, - T,) and sum 
and integrate, we find that the term (TX/u), gives rise to the integral 
jf(s~ l)aIT,,(T,-T,)(T,-T,),I dxds, which we bound by 
Cjd( (j(T2-T~)2dx)1’4(,(T2-TI):dx)3’4(jT~~,dx)1’4ds SA 1)” 
<CE1’4 
s 
; (s A 1)+1)‘4 (, (s A l)‘(T,- T,):dx)3’4ds 
114 
< CE’14 (s A l)“-’ ds]‘“[i, (s A l)“(T,- T,);dxds 1 
< CEt’ (1.30) 
for some r > 0. We thus fail to achieve a bound for the usual parabolic term 
{jV,-T,);dx& b ut the weaker bound derived above proves to be suf- 
ficient for other subestimates in the proof. Of course, the standard energy 
estimate (1.30) also provides a bound for (t A 1 )* j (T, - T,)2 dx, but this 
bound is clearly insufficient because of its t dependence near t = 0. Instead. 
to achieve a bound for 11 T2 - T1 I(, we apply in (1.16) a test function cp 
which solves the adjoint of the first variation equation for (1.16). This 
adjoint equation turns out to be rather nonstandard, having neither Holder 
continuous coefficients nor being in self-adjoint form. The existence of a 
suitable adjoint solution rp with the required regularity properties is proved 
in Lemma 4.3 below, and this result requires in a crucial way the improved 
(as compared to that in Theorem 1.3(b)) rate of smoothing j Tg dx N t-1’2 
near t = 0. The latter estimate, again sharp for solutions of the heat equa- 
tion with BY data, is proved in Theorem 3.2 for the case of an ideal gas. 
It is for this reason that our continuous dependence result, Theorem 1.4, 
also requires that the gas be ideal. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the existence 
results Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 by coupling the local theory of [S] with 
global estimates obtained from a semidiscrete difference scheme. Section 3 
contains the additional regularity estimates concerning L” bounds for u 
and e, as well as the proof that 1) T,( ., t)ll N t-1’4 for ideal gases when 
e, E B V. Finally, in Section 4 we prove the uniqueness-continuous 
dependence result, Theorem 1.4. 
The existence of solutions of the system ( 1.1) has been studied by a 
number of authors. See, for example, Hoff [ 1,2], Serre [S J, and Kane1 [S] 
for results concerning the special case of isentropic flow, and Kim [7], 
Kazhikov-Shelukhin [6], and Serre [9] for results applying to the full 
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system (1.1). We also point out that the local existence theory contained in 
[l] for the isentropic case of (1.1) plays a crucial role in the results of 
Hoff-Liu [4], in which the inviscid limit problem is solved for the 
Navier-Stokes equations of isentropic flow with shock data. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.2 AND 1.3 
We first prove a global existence result for the special case that du, and 
AT, are smooth and Au,, is piecewise smooth, Lemma 2.1 below. The 
existence and regularity assertions of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 will then be 
shown to follow from this extension result, Lemma 2.1, and from the local 
existence theory of [3]. 
Thus define 
As in Section 1, Au = v - 6, etc., y, < ..’ < y, are distinguished points at 
which discontinuities in uO, uoX, and T,, may occur, [ .] denotes a jump 
[ w( yi)] = w( yi + 0) - w( yi - 0), and II+ is the piecewise L2 norm 
where y,= -cc and y,+r= +co. We also take Al, B,, and F, to be just 
as in Section 1, but with t A 1 replaced by 1 throughout. We then have: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be a compact rectangle contained in the positive 
quadrant of (u, e) space and containing the point (6, e’) in its interior, and 
assume that p and T satisfy the conditions in Definition 1.1 of a near-ideal 
gas in K. Then there are positive numbers n1 and C, depending only on the 
properties of p and T in K, such that, given initial data (uo, uo, eo) satisfying 
(uo(x), co(x)) E K V-T (2.1) 
C,drllt G-2) 
and 
p(vo,eo)-F = 2 =0 I[ 1 at each yi, (2.3) 
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the initial value problem (l.l)-( 1.2) has a global solution (v, u, e) for which 
(4 (4x, t), 4x, t)) E K, vx, t; 
(b) A,(t) + B,(t) + F,(t) < cc,, vt; 
CC) (v)f~:2~+I)X~0,10)6CC:'2, (e)f~:3,/P+1)x~0,0a)~CC:'2, i=O,...,N. 
(d) the quantities v, e, p, u,, and T, have one-sided limits at each yi, 
and the jump conditions (1.5)-( 1.9) hold pointwise. 
Proof A routine but somewhat tedious truncation argument shows 
that it suffices to prove the lemma for initial data (u,,, z+,, e,) for which duo, 
da,,, and de,,, vanish outside a finite interval. Making this assumption, we 
obtain the solution as the limit of the same semidiscrete differences 
approximations employed in [3], Thus let h be an increment in x, and let 
xk = kh for k E E and Xj= jh for j+ $E B. 6 will denote the difference 
operator 
6w, = WI+ 112 - WI- I/2 
h 
for I= k or j, and xk, will be the mesh point xk nearest y,, so that 
xk,-1/2~Yi<xk,+l/2. Approximations (Vi(t), uk(t), ej(t)) t0 (V(Xj, t), 
u(xk, t), e(xj, t)) are then computed from the scheme 
tij=6uj, j= i-f,+:, . . . . 
ti,+6p,=d(& &/v),, k=o, + 1, +2, . . . . (2.4) 
~~+(P~~)~=E~u~~/u~+~(~BT/v)~, j= ki,_+$,.... 
Here pi= p(vj, ej), T,= T(v,, e,), and vk is taken to be the average 
(ok-1,2+vk+l/2 )/2. For initial data we take v,(O) = Vo(Xj - 0) and 
u,(o)=ii+ 1 uox(xj- O)h 
jck 
(j+ 1/2tH) 
= %,(xk) + O(h), 
where O(h) depends on the length of the support of Au,. Similarly 
T,(O) = T(K PI + c T(v,, eo),(xk)h 
kcj 
(ktZ) 
= T(v,(Xj), edxj)) + O(h), 
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and we define ej(0) by T’(O)= T(u,(O), ej(0)). Again, routine but tedious 
estimates then show that, at t = 0, 
(2.5) 
where Cb denotes the partial sum CF= _ oo,k Zk,. Equation (2.5) holds 
provided that h is sufficiently small, depending on K, N, C,, and on the 
length of the support of (do,, L&, de,). It is clear that the left side of (2.5) 
dominates supj (\du,(O), de,(O)\). Therefore if C, and h are sufficiently 
small, the points (u,(O), ej(0)) will be contained in a compact rectangle 
contained in the interior of K, and the ode’s (2.4) will have a solution 
(t+(t), U,(t), ej(t)), defined up to some positive time, possibly depending on 
h, with values (uj, e,) E K. The heart of the proof consists in obtaining a 
priori bounds for the following quantities, which are the discrete analogs of 
A,, B,, and F,, 
1 dtdk(s)*h + 1 (dUj(S)‘+ dej(s)2)h + C I[ 
(; uk,s )’ 
( )]I 
i5v;+~&i;+~~Tf 
i k 
B!(t)= SUP [Ca4,s)2h+,6Tk(~)2~]+~~(~~~+~‘~(~)2)~dS 
O<S<t j k k k k 
We therefore assume that (vJ.s), e,(s)) E K for all j and all s E [0, t] for 
some positive t, and proceed to obtain bounds for A:, B’;, and Ft. First, 
505/95/l-4 
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from the third equation in (2.4) and the fact that Auk = AT, = 0 for large 
k and j, we obtain 
~Ari(t)h=~Ae,(O)h+~~~(-ApjB,,~)hL. 
j .I I I 
Next, the second equation in (2.4) shows that 
; ; Au,(t)*h + i,’ c 6~. , ,(+Apj)hds=f~Au,(0)*h. 
Adding, we thus obtain 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
In particular, 
fFAUk(.)*h+CAej(.)h ‘~0. 
.i )I 0 
C Af?j(t)h 6 CC1 
by (2.5). 
Next, the relations S, = p/T and S, = l/T (see (l.lO)), together with the 
difference quations (2.4), show that 
Thus taking S(iF, 2) = 0, we obtain 
On the other hand, our hypothesis that S” < -C-r implies that 
Thus cj S,(O) h < CC,, and 
C-‘C C~uj(L)“+Aej(l)21h+j[~(~)~h+F(T~-~~~~Ii,~~~)h]d~ 
i i 
< CC1 + $ Aej(t)h + ;c Av,(t)h. 
J J 
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Applying (2.7) and the fact that cj Au,h is constant in time, we then 
conclude that 
~[~t,,(r,‘+Ae~(i)‘lh+~@%i;h+~~Ti)hd~BCC, 
i i k 
and that C Aej(t)h>, -CC,. The latter applied to (2.6) then shows that 
& Auk(t)2h d CC,, SO that 
c Auk(s)*h + c (Au,(s)~ + Ae,(s)2)h 
J 1 
(2.8) 
Next we record certain information concerning the (discrete) jump dis- 
continuities. Thus let L(u) = log u and take /.?; and cli just as in (1.6)-( 1.8) 
but with e, = ek,+ I/z and L + = L,,, ,,2. At k = ki the second equation in 
(2.5) then takes the form 
EILk,l = bk,] + hck,, (2.9) 
where LLk,l = Lk,+ ~2 - Lk,- ~2~ etc. As in (1 S)-( 1.9) we then obtain 
&CL,,1 = ai[Lk,l + hfik, + O(h 6Tkz), (2.10) 
where cli 2 - l/C. Thus 
It is easy to see that St, \\ST(s)ll, ds< CC’/~(.~~B’;)‘/~ and that IAuk,\ < 
h-“2(Af)“2. We thus obtain that 
1 CLk,l(t)l 6 e -“‘I[L,cJO)]l +C[h”2(A~)1’2+hr”2(~~B~)“4], (2.11) 
so that 
(4 ~bk$)1~) d C[e-“CC, + N2h(Af)“(Bf)bt’], (2.12) 
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where here and throughout this proof, any expression (A~)“(B~)btc will 
denote a finite sum of such terms with a, b, and c nonnegative and a + b 
positive. 
To complete the estimate for At we need a bound for C; 6u:h. 
Multiplying the second equation in (2.4) by 6Lkh and summing and 
integrating by parts, we obtain 
; 1’ 6L,(t)*h ’ - j; ;’ 6Lk 6p, h ds 
k 0 
< 1’ d&(o) 6L,(O)h ds + 3 c’ 6L,(t)*h + f ; d&(t)*h 
k k 
+j;z+ 
J 
h ds-1 j’du,&)[ik,](S) ds. (2.13) 
J I 0 
To bound the last term on the right we substitute (2.11) into (2.9) to obtain 
[tk,] =% tik, + O(e-‘lCI [Lk,](o)l + h”2(A;)“(B:)btc $ h )16Tll,) (2.14) 
so that 
b&)[&l(S) ds 
< c h 1 j’ duk,Zik, ds+ j’ IldU(S)ll m(e+‘CC;‘2 
i O 0 
+ Nh”2(A;)“(B;)bsc + Nh IlST(s)ll,) ds 1 
< C C, + sup 1 dU,(S)*h + j’x 6~; h ds + Nh”2(A:)o(B:)btc , 
s Oi 1 
the latter inequality following by elementary discrete Sobolev-type 
estimates. Substituting into (2.13) and noting also that 
Sp 6L < -C-l 6L2 + C 6T2, 
we obtain 
&Ik(S)*h + j; ;’ 6v:h ds 
< Cl + sup c du,(.S)2h + jrx iSu;hds 
O<s<t O i 
+ 5 ; 5 6T:h ds+ Nh”2(z4;)“(B~)btc . 1 (2.15) 
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Combining appropriate multiplies of (2.8), (2.12), and (2.15) we obtain 
finally that 
A?(t) 6 ccc, + Nh”*(A;)“(ByY]. (2.16) 
We now proceed to derive a bound for Bt. Multiplying the second 
equation in (2.4) by Sikh and summing and integrating, we obtain 
so that 
c 6uj(t)2h + j-i ‘& ti;h ds 
i I 
C,+Cdp,(1)*h+~‘C(6u:+li:+6u,4)hds 
Oi 1 
‘C(~:+sU,4)hds+(A:)Y(B:)bt~ 1 (2.17) 
by (2.16). Next, we compute from (2.4) that 
Multiplying by Te; ’ pih and summing and integrating as above, we then 
obtain 
16T,(t)7h+j;Z i’jhds 
k J 
‘C(aU:+6u4)hd~+SfC6T:16uklhds , 1 (2.18) Ok 
where 6uk = (6uk + ,,* + 6uk- ,,*)/2. The last term here is bounded by 
< C(A; Bf)3’4. 
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Applying (2.16), we may thus bound the right hand side of (2.18) by 
C C, + 1’ C6u;h ds + (A;B;)“” + Nh1’2(Af)“(B;)bt” . 
0 i 1 
Combining with (2.17), we obtain 
~chj(t)2h+~b7’k(t)2h+ j$ii:h+~ F;h)ds 
i i k j 
’ ~8u;h ds+ (A;B$)“” + ~WI”*(A~)=(B~)~~ . 
1 
(2.19) 
To bound the term j C &/4/r ds we first observe that 
Applying the bound (2.14) for [i,,] = [(&/t~)~,], we then find that 
k 1 . (2.20) 
Substituting this into the bound 
sz: ’ au:hds~i“il8u(~)ilS,CGujhds Oi 0 j 
and performing elementary estimates, we then obtain 
’ fc Oi 
8u;h ds < C[(A;)“2(B;)3’2 + Cl A + Nh1’2(A;)“(B’;)bt”] 
(provided that Nh “* < 1). Combining with (2.19) we then conclude that 
B: < CCC, + (A:@)“” + (A:)1’2(B:)3’2 + Cl A + Nh1’2(A~)“(B~)btc]. (2.21) 
(The terms j C; 6(6u/u)~h & and j cj 6(6T/u)jh ds are added gratuitously 
to the left-hand side by virtue of the difference quations (2.4) and previous 
estimates.) 
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We now show that the bounds (2.16) and (2.21) can be closed when C, 
is small. Letting E=max{A:, B:}, we obtain from (2.16) and (2.21) that 
E(t) < C 
[ 
C, + E312 + E2 + Nh”* c Eb’tr’ 1 , / 
where b, > 0 and c, 3 0. Since E(0) < CC, and E is continuous in t, it then 
follows easily that there is an ql depending only on C (hence only on the 
properties of p and T in K) such that, if C, < qI, then given to > 0 there is 
a positive h, = h,(N, to, K, lsupp(dv,, duo, de,)l, C,) such that h < h, 
implies 
A:@,) + qt,) 6 cc, 
for a new constant C= C(K). 
(2.22) 
We now proceed to derive a bound for Ff. Differentiating the second 
equation in (2.4) with respect to t, multiplying by Sikh, and performing 
elementary estimates, we obtain 
Cli,(0)*h+SrC(Ij:+~~+6u4)hds 
k O i 1 
< c c, + c tik(0)2h 
k 1 
provided that (2.22) holds. Observe that 
by (2.4). Recalling our construction of the approximate initial data 
(vi(O), &(O), e,(O)), we find that 
T k,f ,/z(o) = T(Y;) + WC:‘2), 
where the 0 term may depend on the length of the support of the initial 
data, and that 
uk,+1,2(o)=~(~i~o)+~ h j ( 
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where the 0 terms involve only universal constants. Thus 
+ const(Ispt(du,, duo, deo)l) C;‘2h. 
Applying the consistency hypothesis (2.3), we then obtain 
provided that h is sufficiently small, depending on N, C,, and 
Ispt(du,, &,, de,)l. Thus 
; tik( t)*h + j-i c 8u,Zh ds < CC,. 
J 
(2.23) 
To obtain the analogous estimate for cj pfh, we differentiate the third 
equation in (2.4) with respect to t, multiply by fjh, sum, and integrate. 
Applying elementary estimates, we obtain 
6 C 
[ j 
Cl + ’ c 6T; 6u:h ds + j’ c (6~;~; + Su; Sti; + Su; 
I 
h ds 
o k O i 
$ CCC1 + (Cl f’:)1’2 + NhF’;] (2.24) 
provided that (2.22) holds. Here we have used the bounds 
IWI’, < C(C, F:)“2 
and 
llbull’, d CCC, + (ClP:)1’2 + NhF:], 
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which follow from the definition of Ft and from (2.22) and (2.23). We may 
regard e as a function of u and T to obtain 
so that 
j-‘Cj;~;hds=$ e j’?h T+O (C,F:)“4+C,j-;~&i;hds). 
OJ 2, (aT)i ’ IO ( J 
Equation (2.24) thus becomes 
~~j(0)“h+C,+(C,F:)3’4+~hF:+(C,F:)””+jl:~dli:hdsj 
i 
It is easy to see from (2.4) that 
C ?“(0)2h 6 CC,. 
Substituting and combining with (2.23), we obtain finally that 
F; < C[C, + (C, Ff)3’4 + (C, F;)“* + NhF;]. 
(Again, the terms CL 6(6u/v):h and cjS(ST/u),2h may be added 
gratuitously to the left-hand side by virtue of the difference equations 
(2.4).) It follows easily that (for h small), 
F:( to) 6 cc,. (2.25) 
The energy estimates (2.22) and (2.25) were derived under the 
assumptions that (uj, ej) E K for 0 < t< to, that C, <q,(K), and that 
h 6 h,(N, to, K, Jspt(du,, duo, de,)J, C,). However, it follows immediately 
from (2.22) and the definitions of A: and B’; that 
lld4 m, IIATII m d C(A: + B:)“* < CC:‘2, 
so that, if C, is further restricted depending on K, (u,(t), e,(t)) will 
remain in int(K) for 0 Q t < to. We can therefore assert that there is 
an qi=ql(K)>O such that, given 1,>0 and C1<ql, there is an 
ho = h,(N, t,, K, (spt(du,, duo, de,)l, C,) such that, for h < ho, the ode’s 
(2.4) have a solution defined and satisfying (2.22) and (2.25) up to time to, 
with (u,(t), ej(t))eint(K). 
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The construction of the global exact solution (u, U, e) and the derivation 
of its properties (a)-(d) now proceeds in a completely standard way; the 
arguments are nearly identical to those given in [3, Sect. 31 for local 
solutions of the system (1.1) with more general initial data. a 
Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. The local existence result [3, 
Theorem 1.11 shows that there is a constant C(0, K,) and a time 
~(0, K,,, K,) such that a solution U= (u, u, e) of (l.l)-(1.2) exists up to 
time o and satisfies Theorem 1.2(a)-(d) for 0 < t < r. In particular, the 
consistency conditions (2.3) hold at time z. We shall extend this local 
solution to all of {t > 0} by showing that, for Co sufficiently small, the 
“initial” data U( ., r) satisfies the other hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2) of 
Lemma 2.1 with K= KZ. To check that (u, e) E K, at time r, we compute 
112 
T,(x, z)’ dx 
< C(AB)“2z - 1/2 < CCor ~ 112, 
and 
Thus (u, e) E K2 at time r, provided that Co is sufficiently small. Next, to 
obtain the required bound for C1 we need to estimate the terms 
PVJ du(x, r) dx and SVj de(x, r) dx appearing in the definition of Cr. 
The weak form of the first equation in (1.1) shows that 
for appropriate test functions cp = q(x). We let cp tend to x[-~,~] to obtain 
J;LAu(x,r)dx=jL Au(x,O)dx+j;Az+,s)[’ ds, 
-L -L 
and then let L + 00 to conclude 
PI/s Au( ., z) dx = s Au,(x) dx, 
(2.26) 
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which is therefore bounded in absolute value by C,. Next, we apply the 
weak form of the third equation in (1.1) to the test function 
f 1, 
1x16 L 
dx) = 1 L+h- 1x1 h ’ LGlxlGLSh 
and then let h + cc to obtain 
In deriving (2.27) we use the Holder continuity of T,/v in x to obtain 
for t>O. Then by (1.17), which holds for t~(0, ~1, 
,C(j T:dx)1’4(j($):dx)“4 
<CK’;W2(r ,($):dx)l-4 \ 
E L’[O, z]. 
We then conclude from the Dominated Convergence Theorem that 
as h + 0. Letting L + cc in (2.27), we thus obtain that 
PVjAe(x,r)dx=WjAeo(x,dx+j; jR(-u.rA,+$)dxds. 
In particular, 
1 J‘ PV Ae(x,z)dx d <CCo, 
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again by (1.7), which holds at time z. Combining this with (2.26) and the 
energy estimates (1.17) at time r, we find that 
c, 6 C[A(z) + T ‘B(r) + TC3F(T) + C,] 
6 cv3co. 
Thus the hypothesis (2.21) of Lemma 2.1 will be satisfied if CO is sufficiently 
small. Lemma 2.1 then applies to show that parts (a)-(d) of Theorem 1.2 
hold for all time. Parts (a)-(c) of Theorem 1.3 are then deduced from 
Theorem 1.2 by an elementary approximation procedure, exactly as in [3, 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.31. 
There remains only to prove the large-time behavior results (1.23) and 
(1.24), which we carry out in the more general context of Theorem 1.3. To 
derive the result for Au we define 
g(t) = f u,(x, t)2 dx. 
The estimate (1.25) A + B + C 6 CC, then shows that 
(2.28) 
and 
Thus g is a BV function on [ 1, cc ) and so has a limit as t -+ co; by (2.28) 
this limit must be zero. Then 
IlAu(., N’, G2 (,A,dx)“2(,u~dx)1’2 
9 CC(yg( tp2 + 0 as t-co. 
A similar argument applies to show that jlAT( ., t)m -+O as t + co. To 
examine the large-time behavior of U, we first assume that (u, U, e) is a solu- 
tion in the sense of Theorem 1.2, that is, with Ao( ., t) piecewise H’. We fix 
an interval [a, b] and now define 
g(t)=+-&dx, 
u 
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where L(u) = log u. Then 
where q and r are smooth functions of u and e with q strictly positive in 
K,. We may then write 
f’q(t.,e)L:dx=q(t)f’L:dx 
LI u 
for a new function q(t) which is still strictly positive. Then 
f 
b 
g = -2&qg + LAu, + Cl & 
(I 
so that, integrating from 1 to t, 
g(t)=e- *44wg( 1) + j,' f e ~2E~~y(r)rlrL,~(~, + rT,) dx ds 
(u; + 7-z) dx ds ) 1 
by (1.17). It then follows that 
“4 >I 
(2.29) 
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by (1.9). It is now evident from (2.29) that Var u( ., t)l Eo,6, -+ 0 as t -+ co, at 
least in the case that C, < co. In the more general context of Theorem 1.3, 
our solution (u, U, e) is the limit of solutions (urn, zP, em), each satisfying 
(1.17) with constant Cr 6 Co, and each therefore satisfying (2.29) with C, 
replaced by C,,. Since j;” jt [(uy)’ + ( TT)2] < CC,,, there is a subsequence 
(u?)’ + (TT’)’ converging weak-* to a finite, nonnegative measure v in 
C,( [l, co) x [a, b-J)*. It is then easy to see that 
I s li2 :’ C(u’;t”)‘+ (W21 + v(CQ, 21 x [a, bl). 
Since 
Var u(‘j t)i[a,b]<h Var um(‘? t)i[u,b]? 
we then obtain from (2.29) that 
Varu(‘,t)lc,,bl~C[(Jb-a+l)e -“‘c;‘* + ,/b-a c;‘4v( [r/2, t] x [a, b])“4]. 
Thus u converges in L”( [a, b] ) to a constant as t + co. Applying this 
argument to each interval C--n, n] for n E h, we find that there is a single 
constant to which u converges, uniformly on bounded intervals, as t -+ co. 
Since JR [u(x, t) - E]’ dx < CC, for all t, this constant must be E 1 
3. ADDITIONAL REGULARITY ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive some additional properties of the solution 
operator for (1.1). First, in Corollary 3.1 below we show that, if U,,E L”, 
then so is u( ., t) for t >O. The same result is also shown to hold for the 
variable e when the gas is ideal. Then in Theorem 3.2 we derive an 
improved rate of smoothing for TX when T, E BV and the gas is ideal. 
Specifically, we prove that j Tt dx N (t A t) ~ ‘I*, whereas the estimate (1.25) 
of Theorem 1.3 shows only that f Tz dx- (t A 1))’ when AT,E L*. 
(Observe that both of these estimates are sharp for solutions of the heat 
equation with data in the given regularity classes.) This improved rate of 
smoothing will be crucial for the uniqueness-stability theory of Section 4. 
COROL,LARY 3.1. (a) In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, 
assume that u0 E L”(R). Then u( e, t) E L” for all t > 0, and 
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(b) In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, assume that 
e, E L”(R) and that p and T satisfy the conditions of an ideal gas in K, : 
pu/T=const and T= T(e). Then e(., t)ELm(R)for all t>O, and 
(3.2) 
ProoJ: First observe that the energy estimates (1.25) provide a bound 
for lIdu( ., t)llLm when t > 1. For times to< 1 we apply the weak form of the 
second equation in (1.1) to the test function cp given by 
cPt + rp.x.x = 09 t< to 
4.9 to)=~~L’(w 
to obtain 
Applying the standard representation of solutions of the heat equation, we 
find that 
Ilcpx(.> t)ll <C(b--)-3’411&1, 
so that 
j; j bx(~xl G id” IId., t)ll Ilcp,(., t)ll dt 
t-“4(t,- t)-3’4 dt 
by (1.25). A similar argument applies to the term JJ pqx. Then since 
IId.> t)llLI s lWlIL1, we conclude from (3.3) that 
This proves (3.1). Equation (3.2) is proved by noting that, since T is now 
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a function of e alone, Eq. (1.15) for e can be written as a nonhomogeneous 
parabolic equation in self-adjoint form, 
where f includes the remaining terms involving pu, and eui/v. The L” 
bound (3.2) for e then follows by applying standard properties of the 
Green’s function for the operator a/at - (a/ax)(( T’(e)/v)(a/ax)), together 
with the estimates in (1.25) for the terms in J The details are exactly as in 
[3, Corollary 1.33. 1 
Next we derive an improved rate of smoothing for TX when TO is initially 
in BI/ and when the gas under consideration is ideal: 
THEOREM 3.2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, assume that 
p and T satisfy the conditions of an ideal gas in K1, that T,, E BV, and that 
c, + Var TO is sufficiently small, depending on the properties of p and T in 
K1. Then there is a constant C, just as in Theorem 1.3, such that 
sup (t A 1))‘/“IIT,(., t)lj <C(C,+Var TO). 
OCl 
(3.4) 
Proof First, since (1.25) holds, it suflices to prove the theorem for t < r, 
where r is the time of local existence derived in [3, Theorem 1.21; (see also 
the remarks at the beginning of the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 above). 
It is then easiest to prove (3.4) via the difference scheme (2.4), which was 
used also in [3] to construct the local solution. Thus let to < z, define 
V, = Ck (ek+ &O) - ekP iiz(0)(, and let { qk( t)} be a suitable test sequence. 
Multiplying the third equation in (2.4) by 6qjh and summing and 
integrating, we obtain 
~(pk6ekh(~=~~~6ek(~k+~~2~k)hds 
I 
h ds, 
where Tl = sT,/Ge,. We now choose (Pi = (pfp to solve the adjoint problem 
(3.5) 
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Then 
and 
H(t) = sup d(cp’O). 
OStOGt 
We shall show below that, for t < z, 
G(t)<C(C;+ V;)H(t) 
and 
H(t)<C[l +G(t)“2H(t)]. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Accepting these estimates for the moment, we fix the C appearing in (3.7) 
and (3.8) and require that Co and V. by sifliciently small that 
8C4(C; f I’;) < 1. (3.9) 
Now, G is continuous in r and G(0) = 0; therefore the bound 
G < 2C2(Ci + Vi) holds at least for small time, possibly depending on h. 
On the other hand, if G = 2C2(Ci + Vg) at some time t < r, then (3.7) 
shows that, at t, H> 2C, whereas (3.8) implies that H< 2C, a contradic- 
tion. We therefore conlude that G < 2C2(Ci + Vi) for t < z, as required. 
Finally, it is easy to see that when the initial data for the scheme (2.4) is 
taken as in [3], V. < Var To, and that our bound for G, which is uniform 
in h, implies (3.4). 
505/95/l-5 
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To prove (3.7) we apply the definition of 8 = &‘(t,) to estimate the terms 
in (3.6): 
< ccod1’2 (by (1.3) and (1.7)); 
<C 
I 
” \&/l(, Cos-1’2ds 
0 
d cc, &?‘I4 
s 
114 
~(io-s)-1’2s-1’2((~o-~)~(~2cpj)2h) ds 
i 
314 
d cc, d II2 (to--s)-2/3s-2/3 ds] = C-ot;1/4&‘1/2. 
The estimate (3.6) therefore becomes 
[T Se,(to)2h]1’2 < a, “4( co + V,) f.c1’2 
so that, changing notation, 
s”~ 1 6e,(s)2h < C( ci + Vi) b(s) 
k 
for S< t. This proves (3.7). To prove (3.8) we fix to and cp = cpfo, and 
multiply (3.5) by ukcpkh to obtain 
.&%/I,(t)‘h+ j~~“~6~:hd~$C[1+j,~‘~~:~~uk(hd~ 
k j k 
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where hk = (hk + Ij2 +&p,- 1,2)/2. The first integral on the right is 
bounded by 
and the second by 
jr (z q:h)“4(~ 6cp;h)3’4(~ cW;h)“2 ds 
< C&G’/’ 
s 
d” (to-s)-3/4s-‘/4ds 
= C&G ‘12. 
Thus 
6 C[ 1 + C;‘2&t;‘2 + G”‘b], (3.10) 
where 8 and G are evaluated at to. Next we multiply (3.5) by 
((to - s)/iTL) Ok h, sum, and integrate by parts to obtain 
” (to-s)cj:hds+ sup (to-s)x6qj(s)2h 
0 < ., $ to i 
< C[ 1 + C;“cTt;” + G”‘b] 
by (3.10). Combining with (3.10) and taking co small, we then find that 
&(t,) d CC1 + G(t,)“26(to)]. 
(Note that C (62cpk)2h < Cc @:h by (3.5).) Changing notation, we then 
have that, for s ,< t, 
6(s) d CC1 -t G(s)“~B(s)] 
< CC1 + G(t)“2H(t)]. 
This proves (3.8). 1 
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4. UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE- 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
In this section we prove the uniqueness-continuous dependence result, 
Theorem 1.4. We therefore fix solutions (vi, Us, e,), i = 1,2, satisfying the 
conclusions of Theorems 1.3 and 3.2, and, changing notation in this section 
only, we let Au=+-ui, etc. We begin with the following calculus result, 
which will be useful in applying energy-type methods to the weak forms of 
the equations satisfied by Av, Au, de: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let w~C([t~,tJ;L~(R))with w,~L~((t~,t~)xR). Then 
f2 
IS 
ww,dxdt= 
$$g f2 
11 Ed 1 I 
- dx. 
R 2 
(4.1) 
I, 
ProoJ First, the continuity into L2(R) implies that t1 and f2 may be 
replaced by ti + r and t2 - t for small positive r. The result then holds for 
the smooth function wq obtained by convolving w with the standard 
mollifier j,(x) j,(t). We then let q +Oandnotethat,if9(.,t)=(j,*w)(.,t) 
(convolution in space only), then 11 C( ., t) - w”( ., t)ll + 0 as r] -+ 0, again by 
the continuity into L2( R). 1 
Lemma 4.1 then applies to the variables Av, Au, de as follows: 
LEMMA 4.2. The relation (4.1) holds for Au and Au when t2 > t, > 0, and 
for the quantity (t A l)a’2 de when t, 2 t, > 0. 
Proof. The hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 hold for Au by (1.26) and the fact 
that Av, = AU,E L2( [0, co) x R). Next, we establish the continuity of Au 
into L2 by appealing to the weak form of the u equation. Thus let 
t2 > t, 20, let cp = q(x) be an appropriate test function, and set 
wi = pi - d - suix/vi, i = 1 or 2. If uy and WY are the standard space-time 
mollifiers of ui and w,, then from the second equation in (1.1) 
I,Ui~l::dxl=lj;,wi~.~l 
< limlim 
[jj 
(lA 1) 
7 B 
l,z+quy,)2]1’2[ jj (t * 1,-l,2-o~2]“2 
< cc;‘2 ( t, - t 11 u4 - e’2 (I cp I( 
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by (1.25). Thus Au E C 1/4-0’2([0, co);L2(R));sincedu,~L2((t,,t2)xR)for 
t, > 0, again by (1.25), we conclude that (4.1) holds for Au when t2 3 t, > 0. 
We may then let tl --) 0 by the above continuity of Au: [0, co) -+ L2(lR) and 
by the fact that 
AuAu,=(t- 1’4-8’2 Au)(tt’4+H’2 Au,)EL~([O, GO) x R). 
The proof that (4.1) holds for taj2 de is similar. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We fix times to and to + At with At E (0, 11, and 
we estimate E(t) for t E [to, to + At]. First, from Lemma 4.2 and the weak 
form of the first equation in ( 1.1 ), 
Au Au, = 
so that 
sup jAv(x, t)‘dxdC E(tO)+E(to+At)At+jintd’ jAu:]. (4.2) 
O<r<t”+dl to 
Next we apply Lemma 4.2 in the weak form of the second equation in 
(1.1) to obtain 
We triangulate 
Au”=% , 0 Avu2x V VI VlV2 
and note that 
\lAu(., t)ll,GIlAv(., t)ll + SUP VarAo(., t)lca,b)~~(t)“2T 
b-a=1 
so that 
- Au,,< -C-ljjAu;+CE(tO+At) j’j& 
cl 
< 4-l Is Au; + CE(t, + At) At”’ 
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by (1.25). Thus 
sup 
O<f<rO+Lll L, 
Au(x,t)*dx +J-rtAr Au~gc[E(t,)+E(t,+At)At”*]. 
I 1 IO 
Adding j$ j dut to both sides and then combining with (4.2), we thus 
obtain 
< C[E(t,) + E(t0 + Ar) AP]. (4.3) 
Next we estimate the term SUP~-~ = 1 Var dv( ., ?)I CU, bj appearing in the 
definition of E. Define L = log u and let cp = q(x) be an appropriate test 
function with support in an open interval I of length 1. Then from the weak 
form of the second equation in (1.1). 
= j’ [ APSO, - 6 j (ALI :,) cpxdx. 
1” 
(The last equality follows by a simple argument based on mollifiers, similar 
to that given in Lemma 4.1 above.) Thus 
1 AL(x, t,,) cp, dx 
VarAp(-, t)l,df IIdIm . > 1 (4.4) 
We may regard p as a function of v and T, so that, for fixed t, 
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VarAp<C[Var Au+VarAT] +(llAv/lm + JlATII,)Var(v,, zi2, T,, 7’,) 
on Z. We apply the bounds 
VarA~[,b(~A~:&)1’2. 
IJATlloc GCE”~ (jAT:d.x)‘“, 
and 
IlAollcc d E”‘, 
Var(u,, u2, T,, T2)1,<C(t A l)p1’4, 
which follow from (1.25) and (3.4), to obtain 
s 
fo+dl 
Var Ap(., t)l,dt 
10 
<C E(r,+Ar)‘~2At34+j’n+d’(t~ 1)-“i2((t~ I)‘lAT;d~)“~df 
10 
+E(t,+At)1/4 j”+‘& l)-“‘“‘.“((rn 1)” jAT:d~)~‘*dt] 
10 
,< CE(t, + At)“’ A+’ ~ z)‘2. 
The estimate (4.4) thus becomes 
u ) 
112 
AL(x, t) q,(x) dx < C[Var AL( ., t,)J, + sup Au2 dx 
I 
where here and for the remainder of this proof Y will denote a generic 
constant which is strictly positive. Thus 
112 
VarAL(.,t)(,dC VarAL(~,t,)l,+sup 
f 
+E(c~+A~)“~A~’ 1 
An easy argument then shows that 
sup Var Ao( ., t)l, < C E(t,)‘j2 + sup 
I I 
j (Au2 + Au2) dx 
> 
w 
+ E( to + At) 1’2 At’ 1 . 
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We combine this with (4.3) to obtain finally 
sup (AU’ + Au2)(x, t) dx + sup Vardu( ., t)l& 
b-a=1 
Auf. 6 C[E(t,) + E(t0 + At) At’]. (45) 
Next we derive a bound for the term ss (t A l)* AT: appearing in the definition of E. The weak form of the energy equation in (1.1) shows that, 
for appropriate test functions cp and for small positive z, 
dx-t- -q,Ae+qA(u,p-?)]dxdr 
= - jr;+T j,,,(+)dxds. (4.6) 
We may take cp = 8 de, where o(t) = t A 1. We then apply Lemma 4.2 to 
the first two terms on the left, and we apply a simple triangulation to 
bound the right-hand side by 
-c-l jja”AT:+ C ss o”ClATxAuT,.xI +(lT,xI + IT,,l)lATATxl 
+ CT:,+ T:,)lATA41. 
We then let z + 0, noting that 
j (cf Ae2)(x, to + 5) dx + j (cf Ae2)(x, to) dx 
(by Lemma 4.2 when to > 0, and by the uniform bound (1.25) when to = 0). 
The result is that 
o(t)* 1 Ae(x, t)2 dx + j’ j ua AT: 
to 
+@lATxAuT,,I +a”(IT,,I + IT,,l)lATAT,I 
+o’(T:,+ T;JATAu~ 
I> 
. (4.7) 
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We apply the energy estimates (1.25) and (3.4) to show that each term on 
the right-hand side of (4.7) is bounded by CE(t, + At) At’. For example, 
j.f 
o”(T,,ATAT,I dxds 
< CE(t, + At)“4 j o(‘+‘)‘~ (cf jAT;dxyds 
< CE( t, + At)“4 (joa-1ds)1’4(jjo”ATjdxds)i’4 
< CE(t, + At) At’. 
(Observe that this bound would have failed had we taken CI = 0 in the 
definition of E.) Estimating the other terms in (4.7) in a similar way, we 
obtain finally that fOfdl s s (t A l)* AT; dx dt < C[E(t,) + E(to + At) At’]. (4.8) 0 
The last step of the proof is to obtain a bound for j AT2 dx. For this we 
fix a time t, E (to, to+ At] and rewrite (4.6) for the interval [to, t, -r] c 
[to, t11, 
jvAedx~~~T+j,:prj[-Aeq,+A(~)qX]dxd~ 
= j,;-‘jqA( ‘) -a,~+: dxds. 
Equation (4.9) evidently holds when 
cp E L” n L”(Cto, t11; J%w, cp,, cp! EL2(Cto, t - zl x RI. (4.10) 
The idea is to choose cp so that the highest order terms in (4.9) cancel, and 
so that cp( ., t,) is a given function J/ E L2. Such a cp is constructed in the 
follow lemma: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let II/EL2(R)nL”(R) anddefine 
,4(x, t) = T[e,(x, t), e,(x, t)] = j’ T’(e, + f?(e, - e,) de. 0 
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Then there is weak solution cp to the problem 
cp,+u F =o, 
( ) 
to< t< t,, 
‘I 
in the sense that cp satisfies (4.10), 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
for t,<s<t,-q<t, and wE9(R*), and 
[ 4x, tl) $(x1 dx - j (wcp)(x, s) dx - w,cp+ WwLcpx dx ds (4.13) 
01 
for to 6 s d tl and w E 9( IX’). cp satisfies the energy estimates 
SUP CllcP(~JH*+(~*-~) ll%(~J)l121 roQs< r, 
fl + 1 I[ ,:+,t,-s,(,:+(~):)]~cll~ll2 (4.14) 10 
and the maximum principle 
lldtcc 6 IIICIII,~ 
Accepting the lemma for the moment, we apply (4.12) (by completion) 
to the test function w = de, noting that A de = AT. Thus 
We substitute this into (4.9) and then let r 4 0, observing that 
q(-,tl-r)+$ in L2 by (4.13) and Ae(.,t,-z)+Ae(.,t,) in L* by 
Lemma 4.2. The result is that 
~Ae(x, tl) vQ(x) dx = 1 (Aecph toI 
1 
dxds. 
(4.15) 
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We now apply the properties (4.24) of cp to bound each of the terms on the 
right-hand side of (4.15). For example, 
/i 
WrpN4 64 B llAe(~, hJll ltd., 44 G C~(~~)~‘~ll~Il; 
andifcr=tAl, 
(I~(~,,+ l(h)Au.xl + Iq 4 4,) 
,Cj(j~2dx)~‘4(j~~dx)1/4(jd~~dx)~!2~-l/4ds 
-t CIjduII, j (j q2 dx)‘“(j qof- dx)“I O-I/~ ds 
< Cllt+Gll jf; (t, -~)-“~a-~‘~ (j Au; dx)“’ ds 
CE(t,+At)JJ$II j<; (f,-s)-‘“a-“2ds 
<C[(j’ jdU:)1’2+E(i,+d~)l12d~r]. 
Estimating the other terms in (4.15) in a similar way, we obtain finally that 
The requirement hat $ EL” evidently can be eliminated. Replacing t, by 
t and noting that C’(del d ldTI <CIA/, we then conclude that 
sup /IdT(., t)ll’ 
rO$lStg+dr 
c E(I,)+jl”+drj 
i 
h.4; + E(t, + dt) At’ 
10 I (4.16) 
We combine appropriate multiples of (4.5) and (4.16) and then add (4.8) 
to obtain finally that 
E(?, + At) d C[E(t,) + E(t, + dt) At”] 
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for some positive constants C and r. The stability estimate (4.1) then 
follows easily. 
There remains to prove Lemma 4.3 concerning the adjoint problem 
(4.11). Standard theories of parabolic equations apparently do not apply 
here, since the pde for cp is neither in self-adjoint form nor has Holder 
continuous coefficients. Instead, our proof depends crucially on the 
regularity properties of Ti and ui given in Theorems 1.4 and 3.2, as well as 
on the requirement hat C, and Var rOi be sufficiently small. We construct 
cp by applying a semidiscrete difference scheme to (4.11) and then deriving 
the discrete versions of the energy estimates (4.14). This yields a compact 
family of approximate solutions ‘ph whose limit points can be shown to 
satisfy the weak equations (4.12) and (4.13). The overall strategy is quite 
similar to that in [33, and the details are significantly simpler; these details 
are therefore omitted. 1 
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